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Abstract
Since market economies are the dominant form of regulating economic action all 
over the world, the question arises how markets are conceived theoretically. Answer-
ing this is relevant because we need to know how existing and hypothetical markets 
work in general, what they “can do”, and how one can improve the market order. 
There are three different market approaches that consider genuine uncertainty. 
According to the new institutional economics approach, markets are institutions that 
increase boundedly rational actors’ utility. The markets-as-institutional-arrangements 
approach denies that markets maximize or minimize market outcomes and argues 
that they enable harmony between individual and common interests. According to 
the political-cultural approach, markets are political arenas with conflicts between the 
relevant actors. Deciding reasonably for a theory requires answering whether one the-
ory is more adequate than another. Since literature has not answered this so far, the 
present paper deals with this issue from a critical-rationalist perspective. It finds that 
the institutional economics approach is not adequate because its assumptions con-
tradict reality and each other. In contrast, the markets-as-institutional-arrangements 
approach and the political-cultural approach fulfill critical-rationalist requirements. 
Therefore, the paper compares them and finds that there are reasons to prefer the 
political-cultural approach and to interpret the markets-as-institutional-arrangements 
approach as its special case. Referring to the political-cultural approach has different 
consequences for analyzing and improving the market order. Taking a political-cul-
tural view implies, e.g., not only focusing on desirable social values and market rules 
but also on the relevance of interpretative frameworks and power.
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1 Introduction

All over the world, market economies are the dominant form of regulating economic 
action and we can find great confidence in the abilities of markets (Chang 2011). The 
OECD, for example, highlights the advantages of (open) markets and argues: “Trade 
and market openness has [sic!] historically gone hand-in-hand with better economic 
performance in countries at all levels of development, creating new opportunities 
for workers, consumers and firms around the globe and helping to lift millions out 
of poverty. Relatively open economies grow faster than relatively closed ones, and 
salaries and working conditions are generally better in companies that trade than 
in those that do not. More prosperity and opportunity around the world also helps 
[sic!] promote greater stability and security for everyone.” (OECD 2020). Due to the 
relevance of markets, the question arises what markets are. Obviously, if we accept 
that perception is theory-laden (Popper 1968), the question “What are markets?” is 
incorrect. More precisely, the question should be how markets are conceived theoret-
ically because the interpretation of markets depends on market theories. Answering 
the question how markets are conceived theoretically is relevant because we need to 
know how they work in general, independent of the goods or services that are the 
subject of exchange, what they “can do”, and how one can improve the market order.

From an evolutionary perspective (Witt 2008), market theories can only be adequate if 
they consider genuine uncertainty as a necessary condition. Genuine uncertainty, some-
times called fundamental uncertainty (Beckert 2013) or radical uncertainty (Kay and 
King 2020), means that in the choices of actors, potential future environmental condi-
tions can occur that can crucially influence the actors’ benefits but are as yet unknown 
(Buchanan and Vanberg 1991). The first reason for this incomplete knowledge is that indi-
viduals cannot inform themselves about all action alternatives. The second reason is that 
the number of possible environmental conditions and action alternatives is undetermined 
(Beckert 1996, 2013; Witt 2009; Schubert 2012). In contrast to stochastic uncertainty, 
genuine uncertainty does not only imply “that we do not know what will happen”, but 
also that we “often do not even know the kinds of things that might happen” (Kay and 
King 2020, 14). The latter results, e.g., from the fact that individuals learn and influence 
the future by their decisions (Witt 2003; Dosi et al. 2005), from unforeseeable interaction 
effects, or from unpredictable innovations and other actors’ choices (Beckert 2013).

We can basically find three different strands of market theories under genuine 
uncertainty. According to a first economic strand, markets are institutions that, com-
pared to perfect markets, only relatively maximize utility or relatively minimize 
costs. In other words, markets can increase actors’ utility. This strand is represented 
by the new institutional economics. This approach defines a market as “a social net-
work consisting of (i) a set of actors who maintain customer relationships with each 
other and (ii) an order or governance structure governing the transactions between 
individual actors. Their common goal is to lower the costs of exchange and thus to 
reach a higher level of individual utility. Actors have imperfect foresight and are 
only boundedly rational” (Furubotn and Richter 2005, 350). A second strand of mar-
ket theories takes a so-called nonteleological view according to which markets can-
not maximize or minimize market outcomes (e.g., utility or costs), but still follows 
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the (also widespread) belief that markets enable harmony. In this manner, Vanberg 
argues that markets are institutional arrangements “that may be more or less suit-
able for allowing individuals to realize mutual gains” (Vanberg 2005, 34). Although 
the markets-as-institutional-arrangements approach denies that markets maximize 
or minimize anything (Buchanan and Vanberg 1991), it highlights that markets in 
general (not necessarily existing markets) enable harmony between individual and 
common interests. In contrast, the third strand of market theories denies both ideas; 
that markets maximize or minimize market outcomes or that they enable harmony. 
According to the approach of this third strand, the political-cultural approach (Flig-
stein 1996; 2001), markets are not only institutional arrangements but also social 
and political arenas with conflicts between their relevant actors. The following Fig. 1 
shows the different market approaches:

Because of their differences, the question arises how to deal with these diverse 
theories. In particular, the question is if one theory is more adequate than the others. 
The comparison and evaluation of these different market theories is necessary to 
decide reasonably for a theory. However, there are only few comparisons of mar-
ket theories in the prevailing literature. Vanberg (2001, 2011, 2014) and Fligstein 
(2001) compare their approaches especially with the neoclassical market approach. 
Chang (2014) and Boettke (2012) compare different market theories and economic 
means-end approaches. Their comparison is, thus, broader than ours since they also 
deal with economic policy approaches. In contrast, we focus on (explicative) theo-
ries and examine whether and how desired values of a market order can actually be 
realized, but we do not analyze the pros and cons of different market goals (e.g. effi-
ciency). However, neither Chang (2014) nor Boettke (2012) compare the markets-
as-institutional-arrangements approach and the political-cultural approach so this 
comparison is still missing. Moreover, especially Chang does not evaluate different 
theories but argues that “different approaches to economics can actually benefit a 
lot from learning from each other, making our understanding of the economic world 
richer” (Chang 2014, 115). Thus, the diversity of theories should be preserved and 
promoted. Yet, the core objection of the present paper to this ‘anything goes atti-
tude’ is that Chang does not have a clear criterion according to which he follows a 
certain theory. Rather, the decision for or against a market theory is taken arbitrarily. 

How are markets 
conceived theoretically?

New institutional economics 
(Furubotn/Richter 2005): 
markets can increase actors’ 
utility

Markets-as-institutional-
arrangements approach 
(Vanberg 2001; 2005): 
markets enable harmony 
between individual and 
common interests

Political-cultural 
approach (Fligstein 
2001): markets as social 
and political arenas

Fig. 1  Market approaches under genuine uncertainty
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In contrast, we follow Lakatos (1970) who argued that a methodology without a cri-
terion to reject any theory means that science is nothing but growing chaos. There-
fore, the present paper refers to a critical-rationalist framework. This methodological 
view evaluates theories regarding different requirements they should fulfill (Albert 
1985; Gadenne 2006, 2013).

The present paper analyzes the new institutional economics approach (Furubotn 
and Richter 2005), the markets-as-institutional-arrangements approach (Van-
berg 2001, 2005, 2011), and the political-cultural approach (Fligstein 1996, 2001) 
because it focuses on market theories that consider genuine uncertainty. We are 
specifically interested in different theoretical notions of markets rather than in the 
history of economic thought (for that focus, see, e.g., Boettke and Candela 2017). 
For that reason, we focus on Weber’s ideal types (Ritzer 2008) of existing market 
theories and neglect, e.g., the fact that scientists may use several theories or combine 
different theories. Further, we do not provide a thorough survey of market theories 
under genuine uncertainty. Certainly, from an evolutionary perspective, there are 
approaches that deal with economic evolution on a micro, meso, and macro level 
(Potts 2000; Dopfer et al. 2004; Dopfer and Potts 2008; Dopfer 2012; Witt 2008). 
Yet, whilst their core focus is mechanisms of change, our subject is broader and 
deals with the question how markets work in general. Another group of theories we 
do not focus on is the derivative of new institutional economic theories that stresses 
the arbitration between hierarchies and markets or emphasizes the relevance of 
organizational hybrids between these poles (Ménard 2014). Finally, we concentrate 
on the political-cultural approach but do not deal with other sociological approaches 
because this approach is actor-oriented and simultaneously emphasizes the underly-
ing structure of social life. Furthermore, it is a broad theoretical approach which 
claims to search for mechanisms of fields in general and markets in particular (Flig-
stein 1996, 2001; Fligstein and McAdam 2012).

Since the paper aims to answer the question which market approach is more ade-
quate in a critical rationalist sense, Section 2 describes the critical rationalist frame-
work. This also implies answering the question why market theories are necessary. 
Section 3 deals with the new institutional economics approach and shows that it is 
not adequate from a critical rationalist perspective because it combines contradictory 
assumptions and contradicts reality. In contrast, the markets-as-institutional-arrange-
ments approach (Vanberg 2001, 2005, 2011) and the political-cultural approach are 
both adequate in principle because they follow critical rationalism (Vanberg 2014) 
or at least a hypothetico-deductive approach in general (Fligstein 2001; Fligstein and 
McAdam 2012). However, it is possible that they contradict each other. Since find-
ing out if this is the case requires a comparison of the two, we do so in Sections 4 
and 5. We choose different criteria (which can be understood as elements of Weber’s 
ideal types (Ritzer 2008)) that are important from our perspective. These criteria 
entail, among others, the assumption of uncertainty, the underlying hypotheses on 
individual behavior, the definition of power, and the understanding of its distribu-
tion. Obviously, it is possible that other comparisons would take other criteria. Sec-
tion 4 outlines the markets-as-institutional-arrangements approach and Section 5 the 
political-cultural approach in comparison to the former. Section 6 summarizes the 
results and discusses some consequences of these findings.
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2  Market theories from a critical rationalist perspective

Market theories are relevant for analyzing existing and hypothetical markets and 
market orders. Because of that, the new institutional economics approach and the 
markets-as-institutional-arrangements approach even then refer to theories when 
they deal with the question how to improve existing markets (Boettke 2018). Mar-
ket theories are necessary to analyze existing and hypothetical markets for several 
reasons: Firstly, since markets are relevant, it is important to know how they work. 
Secondly, to answer the question if existing or hypothetical markets are desirable, 
we have to know what markets can achieve and this is also a theoretical question 
(Boettke 2018). Thirdly, we need market theories in the context of analyzing exist-
ing and hypothetical market orders (Albert 1985, 1999; Witt 2003). Market orders 
should pursue certain values. Since values are usually abstract, it is necessary to 
substantiate them. This necessity to interpret values is a further reason to refer to 
market theories. Besides ethical concepts, empirical theories provide ideas how 
to substantiate values, e.g. the value efficiency, an evolutionary welfare criterion 
(Schubert 2012), ordo-liberal values like freedom of choice and equality before the 
law (Boettke 2018), or the reduction of power. Moreover, we should refer to market 
theories because market rules should support these social values and the theoreti-
cal question arises if they can do so (Boettke 2018). Answering this question also 
requires market theories. Obviously, we have to expect that different market theories 
differ regarding these points. Buchanan and Vanberg, for instance, emphasize that 
the neoclassical market goal ‘Pareto efficiency’ is not realizable from their theoreti-
cal perspective (Buchanan and Vanberg 1991). Similarly, from the perspective of a 
political-cultural market approach, it is never easy to make market orders support 
(ordo-liberal) values like freedom of choice or equality before the law. Finally, insti-
tutions, in particular market rules, can cause secondary effects, e.g., on the function-
ing of markets, on the behavior of individuals, or on the behavior of companies, and 
it is important to analyze whether these secondary effects are acceptable. Thus, we 
need theories that show these secondary effects to be able to evaluate them. The fol-
lowing Fig. 2 summarizes the reasons why we need market theories:

Critical rationalism provides a certain interpretation of (empirical) theories. The-
ories should solve problems and they should ‘explain’ facts. Explanation implies 
attributing single phenomena of the empirical world to general empirical laws 
(Hempel and Oppenheim 1948). Theories, for instance, should explain the influence 
of rules on the behavior of firms or individuals. Thus, according to critical rational-
ism, theories should search for mechanisms. At the same time, this view implies that 
critical rationalism takes a realist perspective. Thus, critical rationalism assumes 
a reality that is independent of minds (Gadenne 2008). Yet, critical rationalism 
emphasizes that the perception of reality is subjective and particularly influenced 
by theories (Popper 1968; Lavoie 1985). Since critical rationalism wants to explain 
facts, this view demands to test theories and that, in turn, implies formulating a pre-
diction on the basis of a general theory and single statements and testing the predic-
tion by observations. Yet, even if the observed results agree with the prediction, we 
cannot deduce that the theory is true because of the induction problem. According to 
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the induction problem, we cannot verify a general law proposition by a finite number 
of observed single phenomena (Popper 1968). Rather, we can argue that the theory 
is preliminarily confirmed or, in Popper’s words, empirically corroborated (Popper 
1968). Conversely, if the test result does not agree with the prediction, the theory 
is by no means finally falsified. Since it is possible that the prediction or the single 
statements were false (Popper 1968), we only have reasons to assume that the theory 
is preliminarily falsified (Gadenne 2013).1

Due to the induction problem and the problem of subjective perception, critical 
rationalism denies that we can achieve absolute truth. Instead, scientific knowledge 
is always fallible (Lakatos 1970). For that reason, critical rationalism demands that 
we search for contradictions (Gadenne 2006), in particular within a theory, between 
a theory and reality, and between theories (Stelzer 2009). According to critical 
rationalism, theories are not adequate when they combine contradictory assump-
tions because we can draw any possible conclusion from contradictory assumptions 
(Albert 1985). Furthermore, theories are not adequate when their assumptions con-
tradict reality. Critical rationalism does not only subdivide theories into adequate 
and inadequate theories but also recommends comparing theories. The aim is to find 
out if they are compatible or if they contradict each other. If the latter is the case, 
the question arises which theory convinces more regarding its results in empirical 
tests and its generality (Gadenne 2006). Regarding the latter, we refer to Lakatos’ 
“sophisticated falsificationism”. Its key issue is that it values a theory not absolutely 
but in relation to another theory. This relative valuation is also relevant because 
of the strong absolute criteria of critical rationalism (Lavoie 1985). More gener-
ally, sophisticated falsificationism asks whether a certain theory T’ is ‘better’ than 
theory T. Lakatos specifies three characteristics to identify a comparatively ‘better’ 
theory T’: The first characteristic is that there is excess empirical content of T’ in 

Fig. 2  Relevance of market theories

1 We have to consider that this procedure differs from the’as-if-instrumentalism’ according to Friedman. 
Friedman’s instrumentalism does not focus on the (preliminary) empirical truth of assumptions. Rather, 
hypotheses are adequate if the prediction is valid (Friedman 1974; critically Musgrave 1999).
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comparison with T.2 In other words, T’ predicts facts that are improbable or even 
forbidden from the perspective of T. The second characteristic is that T’ includes the 
unrefuted content of T. According to the third characteristic, the excess content of T’ 
is at least partially corroborated (Lakatos 1970, 116).3 The following Fig. 3 summa-
rizes the critical-rationalist understanding of theories:

3  Markets according to the new institutional economics approach

The new institutional economics approach is a theoretical framework that claims 
to differ from the neoclassical market approach by considering bounded rational-
ity. We do not deal in detail with different parts of this approach but focus on 
the market interpretation that Furubotn and Richter (2005) provide and that we 
mentioned in Section  1 the ideal type. According to this, a market is “a social 
network consisting of (i) a set of actors who maintain customer relationships with 
each other and (ii) an order or governance structure governing the transactions 

Fig. 3  Theories according to critical rationalism

2 Strictly speaking, regarding the first characteristic, Lakatos only explicitly refers to excess predictive 
power but not to explanatory power. As we cannot claim that prediction and explanation are structurally 
identical in every single case (Scheffler 1957, 293–298), we interpret the required excess empirical con-
tent that way that it includes not only excess predictive power, but also excess explanatory power.
3 Economists associate Lakatos probably less with his sophisticated falsificationism but more with 
his characterization of research programs. As examples for such associations, see Schmidt (1982), 
Lavoie  (1985), and Vuillemey (2014). According to Lakatos’ characterization of research programs, 
these usually include a hard core of apparently counterfactual law propositions that are protected against 
criticism by a belt of auxiliary hypotheses. To be clear, we do not refer to Lakatos’ characterization of 
research programs but refer to his sophisticated falsificationism.
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between individual actors. Their common goal is to lower the costs of exchange 
and thus to reach a higher level of individual utility. Actors have imperfect fore-
sight and are only boundedly rational” (Furubotn and Richter 2005, 350). The 
important point is that markets are institutional arrangements that can increase 
the individual utility by reducing the costs of exchange. This interpretation of 
markets requires that individuals can maximize their (expected) utility under 
bounded rationality. We show that this optimization is only definable, however, 
when contradictory assumptions are combined but that this procedure is prob-
lematic from a critical rationalist perspective. We tie in with Alchian (1950) who 
claims that optimization can only be a meaningful action in an environment that 
contains certainty. We also tie in with Potts (2000) who argues (but does not 
show this formally) that optimization collapses if expectations are not treated as 
a priori given but as mere conjectural knowledge. Furthermore, we are in line 
with Furubotn and Richter (2005) who admit that the new institutional economics 
approach is based on contradictory assumptions. Yet, while all previously named 
authors actually do not refer to the formalism of new institutional economics, we 
subsequently show that optimization is impossible even within the assumptions 
and the formal basis of new institutional economics.

We consider the approaches of Stigler (1961) and Akerlof (1970) and, there-
fore, two examples for the epistemological bases of new institutional economics 
approaches. Both have in common that they claim on the one hand, to consider 
bounded rationality in the form of uncertain outcomes of individual decisions yet, 
on the other hand, to deduce quantitatively exact results from their models. Sti-
gler (1961) investigates how markets function when buyers who demand a certain 
commodity do not know its price in advance but have to acquire information about 
prices. He considers that searching for information is costly and assumes that find-
ing out a seller’s price requires a certain amount of costs for the buyer. On the one 
hand, the more the buyer searches, i.e., the more sellers’ prices he knows, the lower 
the expected minimum price will be of the set of known prices. On the other hand, 
the more the buyer searches, the higher the total search costs are. While the mar-
ginal effect of each unit of additional information on the expected minimum price 
decreases, the marginal costs are assumed approximately constant; at least they 
do not decrease. Within Stigler’s approach, the optimum level of search is reached 
when the marginal effect on expected minimum price equals the marginal costs of 
search. Hence, optimization in Stigler’s sense is not the same as optimization under 
complete information in the neoclassical market approach: optimization in the latter 
sense is reached when, at a given quality level, the buyer chooses the seller with the 
absolute minimum price on the market. In contrast, optimization in Stigler’s sense 
does not only consider commodity prices but also information costs.

While Stigler assumes a constant quality level, Akerlof (1970) investigates the 
effects of commodities with uncertain quality levels on markets. He assumes that 
the seller of a good knows its quality level perfectly, but the buyer merely knows 
the frequency distribution of quality levels. Buyers maximize their expected utility 
and thus calculate their price limit by the average quality level. From the sellers’ 
perspective, it is sub-optimal to sell a higher-quality good because they can only 
receive the equilibrium price of an average-quality good. Buyers anticipate this 
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missing supply of high-quality goods in the probability distribution and adopt 
their price limits accordingly. The core result of Akerlof’s approach is that, 
given asymmetric information about quality levels, a market equilibrium occurs 
that is characterized by a low quality level and a low price. As with Stigler’s 
approach, optimization in the sense of Akerlof’s approach is not the same as 
optimization under complete information in the neoclassical market approach: 
optimization in the latter sense is reached when the buyer chooses the commod-
ity which helps individuals to obtain their highest-possible utility level because 
of its combination of price and quality. In contrast, optimization in Akerlof’s 
sense takes the perspective that individuals know the frequency distribution 
of quality levels but do not know the quality level of any single offered com-
modity. Accordingly, also within Akerlof’s approach, individuals optimize their 
results considering their bounded knowledge.

We argue that both Stigler’s and Akerlof’s assumptions lead to an indeterminis-
tic character of variety in the actors’ behavioral patterns. We do not have to leave 
the paradigm of the new institutional economics approach to show that. Rather, we 
just assume that actors do not perfectly know their decision environment in advance 
but that they first have to acquire information about it. Indeterministic variety in 
the actors’ behavioral patterns already follows from these assumptions, even if we 
accept such an approach.

Assume any decision D with a given set of m action alternatives 
AD =

{

aD
1
, aD

2
,… , aD

m

}

 and a given set of n possible future states of nature 
SD =

{

sD
1
, sD

2
,… , sD

n

}

 . Assume for every possible future state of nature that it has, 
whether known or unknown, an objective occurrence probability pD

j
= p(sD

j
) for all 

j = 1,2,… , n . Within the examples of Stigler and Akerlof mentioned above, there 
are objective occurrence probabilities, too. Depending on the selected action alter-
native and on the actually occurred state of nature, the actor receives an outcome 
xD
ij
= x(aD

i
, sD

j
) with the utility u

(

xD
ij

)

= u(x

(

aD
i
, sD

j

)

).
As long as the actors know all action alternatives, all possible future states of 

nature, all occurrence probabilities, and all resulting outcomes in advance, they 
can determine the action alternative that maximizes the expected utility and we 
have a framework for self-contained and self-consistent models. In contrast, now 
assume that actors have incomplete information about these variables and, thus, 
are just boundedly rational as new institutional economics claims to consider. 
Additionally, assume that information is costly; hence, similarly to Stigler’s 
approach, infinite search for information is suboptimal. Thus, the core decision D 
presupposes an additional decision about what kinds of search for information 
and how much search for information to do. We call this presupposed decision the 
information decision I1 . In the sense of new institutional economics, we model 
the information decision the same way as we model the core decision. Hence, the 
information decision I1 is a choice from a set of action alternatives 
AI1 =

{

a
I1
1
, a

I1
2
,… , a

I1
m

}

 . The set of action alternatives includes the alternative to 
end the search for information. Analogously to the core decision D , assume that I1 
is a decision under stochastic uncertainty depending on future states of nature 
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SI1 =

{

s
I1
1
, s

I1
2
,… , s

I1
n

}

 with occurrence probabilities pI1
j
= p(s

I1
j
) and, depending 

on action alternative and future state of nature, information outcomes 
x
I1
ij
= x(a

I1
i
, s

I1
j
).

The reason for the presupposed information decision I1 is that we replaced the 
perfect information assumption by the assumption of incomplete information. Now, 
of course, we could limit the incomplete information assumption thus that actors 
only miss information relevant for the core decision D but that they have perfect 
knowledge about the similar variables for I1 . However, this would make the model 
inconsistent. Thus, we assume that the information decision I1 itself presupposes an 
information decision I2 . Search for information is costly (Stigler 1961; Alchian 1969, 
1972), so the core decision D can hardly be optimal when the actor does unlimited 
search for the presupposed information decision I1 or for the presupposed second 
information decision I2 . Still considering the incomplete information assumption in 
general, it is obvious now that I2 presupposes a further information decision I3 . This 
information decision I3 presupposes an additional information decision I4 , an infor-
mation decision I5 , and infinitely so on.

According to these arguments and keeping in mind that information is costly, deter-
mining a decision alternative that maximizes expected utility is not possible any more: 
the actor within this model has to limit the search for information but can genuinely 
not do this as an optimization under constraints (Furubotn and Richter 2005; Furubotn 
2009, 2014). Instead, the actor has no better option than selecting information arbi-
trarily. Every trial for optimization presupposes additional information decisions again 
and again to infinity. Otherwise, actors would ignore utility-relevant information.

As we can see, this is a result of relaxing a central assumption of neoclassical 
market approaches while maintaining all other assumptions and deducing results 
without endangering internal consistency, just as the new institutional economics 
approach does. A central conclusion of the formal thoughts above is that the indi-
vidual cannot optimize the decision when they should stop acquiring information 
Rather, individuals can only decide arbitrarily. In other words, when considering 
bounded rationality consistently, optimization is not possible. At first sight, accord-
ing to Stigler’s as well as Akerlof’s approaches, individuals can maximize their util-
ity although they only have incomplete information. However, these approaches 
assume given frequency distributions. This implies that they assume bounded 
rationality in the decision we called the core decision D . In contrast, they implicitly 
assume the opposite for what we called the information decision I1 : frequency dis-
tributions and, thus, probability distributions, which are necessary to optimize the 
information decision, are given in these approaches. Hence, they explicitly assume 
bounded rationality for decision D but implicitly assume perfect rationality for the 
decision I1 for the same person. Because of this perfect rationality assumption for I1 , 
the further information decisions I2 , I3 , etc., do not play a role in Stigler’s and Aker-
lof’s approaches, even not implicitly.

The following Table 1 summarizes the key characteristics of markets according to 
the new institutional economics approach:

We have four objections to the new institutional economics approach. Firstly, the 
perfect rationality hypothesis related to the information decision contradicts reality 
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(Boland 2003). Secondly, the bounded rationality hypothesis (core decision) and 
the perfect rationality hypothesis (information decision) are two hypotheses that 
contradict each other (Boland 2003; Furubotn and Richter 2005). For that reason, a 
crucial epistemological problem arises: The conjunction of two premises that con-
tradict each other has the logical value ‘false’ and, already by reasons of proposi-
tional logic, from falsity follows anything (Albert 1985). Hence, no potential empiri-
cal observation proposition could ever contradict the hypotheses of the model. As 
emphasized in Section  2, contradictions between theories are problematic from a 
critical rationalist perspective (Stelzer 2009). Thirdly, if we accept that actors and, 
therefore, markets cannot maximize utility, we have to ask how actors actually 
behave and how markets function. According to the results above, actors who want 
to optimize actually decide arbitrarily. This arbitrariness means that the actors’ deci-
sion behavior in general is indeterministic. As long as we attribute aggregate mar-
ket results to individual decisions, as Stigler’s and Akerlof’s approaches do, market 
equilibria are not explainable by such indeterministic decision behavior. Fourthly, 
arbitrary decisions contradict the behavior that we can observe because behavior 
on markets is at least not completely arbitrary. To give an example: When manag-
ers plan to maximize the shareholder value (Fligstein 2001), we have no reasons to 
assume that they behave arbitrarily, even though they cannot maximize anything in 
the above-mentioned objective sense. Rather, we have more reasons to assume that 
they believe they maximize or that they act in this manner because important actors 
demand them to do so.

Thus, when we consider on the one hand that actors cannot maximize their utility 
in an objective sense but do not assume on the other hand that they act arbitrarily, we 
need alternative action hypotheses. One of these alternative action hypotheses could 
be that actors merely decide by simplified heuristics. Yet, even if they use decision 
heuristics based on perfect-rationality-assuming economic theories, this is differ-
ent to acting in a perfectly rational manner. In contrast to the new institutional eco-
nomics approach in general and in contrast to Stigler’s and Akerlof’s approaches in 
particular, such an approach requires hypotheses about how actors adopt their deci-
sion heuristics (implicitly Alchian 1950), i.e., it requires learning hypotheses (Witt 
2003). Unfortunately, the new institutional economics approach usually excludes 
learning hypotheses by assuming the decision rule and all decision-relevant infor-
mation is given a priori. Indeed, Alchian (1950) claims that comparatively less suc-
cessful firms imitate action patterns of more successful firms who generate positive 

Table 1  Core ideas of the new institutional economics approach

Criterion New institutional economics approach

Uncertainty Genuine
Hypothesis on individual behavior • Perfectly rational behavior (information decision)

• Boundedly rational behavior (core decision)
Neoclassical theory Not adequate
Neoclassical efficiency Neither realized nor realizable
Market hypothesis Markets can increase utility by reducing costs of exchange
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profits. Nevertheless, he applies this claim as an argument that real firms’ action 
patterns converge to profit-maximizing action patterns as long as there is a stable 
environment. Hence, Alchian (1950) considers learning merely exogenously. Yet, 
if expectations are not treated as unambiguous data, learning and novelty have to 
be considered endogenously (Potts 2000). Furthermore, since the new institutional 
economics approach and, therefore, the idea that markets can increase actors’ utility 
are not theoretically founded, we need interpretations of markets beyond the idea 
that markets are means to maximizing utility. Therefore, we analyze the markets-
as-institutional-arrangements approach and the political-cultural approach. To do 
so, we enhance the criteria we used to characterize the new institutional economics 
approach (Table 1) as mentioned in Section 1. Neither of the two approaches, the 
markets-as-institutional-arrangements approach and the political-cultural approach, 
assume that markets minimize or maximize market outcomes. Rather, they interpret 
markets as institutional arrangements or political arenas.

4  Markets according to the markets‑as‑institutional‑arrangements 
approach

As we mentioned in our introduction, a second strand of market approaches assumes 
that markets enable harmony under certain conditions although arguing that they 
cannot maximize or minimize anything, neither in the sense of neoclassical market 
approaches (Pareto efficiency) nor in the sense of the new institutional economics 
approach (increasing actor’s utility in an objective sense). Vanberg, e.g., who pre-
sents the view that markets are institutional arrangements, does not argue that exist-
ing markets always enable harmony, but he points out that markets can enable har-
mony when market orders imply certain rules. Section 2 shows that answering the 
question whether markets can actually do so is also a theoretical one that, explicitly 
or implicitly, refers to market theories. Vanberg’s approach considers genuine uncer-
tainty. Thus, actors do not decide on an exhaustive set of states. Rather, they have to 
expect new states, not least because actors learn about and influence the future by 
their decisions (Buchanan and Vanberg 1991). Since individuals do not have perfect 
knowledge about the world, there is no reason to characterize certain decision cri-
teria or certain decisions as perfectly rational. Rather, individuals act subjectively 
rationally under genuine uncertainty. This means that individuals pursue their own 
interests and act consistently regarding their own goals. Since they only have incom-
plete knowledge about the world, they can only evaluate goals and means from the 
perspective of their subjective knowledge. In this sense, they use decision criteria 
that are subjectively rational from their perspective (Vanberg 2002).

According to the markets-as-institutional-arrangements approach, not only indi-
viduals but also firms are relevant market actors. Yet, firms do not act in a literal 
sense. Rather, Vanberg refers to Coleman and points out that certain firms are cor-
porate actors. According to Coleman, individuals who transfer resources to a corpo-
rate actor lose the total control over them in case of major corporate decisions. They 
give up parts of their rights to the collective owners and this means to the corporate 
actor (Coleman 1974). Vanberg follows these ideas and emphasizes the difference in 
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kind between separate actions of people on markets and actions of people in organi-
zations. The reasons are, firstly, that individuals who submit resources to an organi-
zation deny themselves the separate control over these resources and submit them to 
an organizational decision-making process (Vanberg 1992). Secondly, the organiza-
tional decision-making process requires rules regarding the question who is allowed 
to decide for the group and regarding the question how the results of the group prod-
uct are distributed. Because of these organizational constraints, Vanberg points out 
that the members of a corporate actor pursue their own interests just like market 
participants. However, they act under constraints that differ from the constraints on 
markets. Such constraints are, for example, the rules of the decision-making pro-
cess. These different rules cause the differences in kind between market settings and 
organizational settings (Vanberg 1992). These rules and further social mechanisms 
“bring about the intra-organizational coordination of individual choices and actions 
that make us think of organizations as corporate actors” (Vanberg 1992, 239).

One important consequence of assuming genuine uncertainty is that we can-
not apply neoclassical market theory to markets (Vanberg 2001). In particular, the 
market goal ‘neoclassical efficiency’ (i.e., Pareto efficiency among all actors in 
the market economy) is neither realized nor realizable under genuine uncertainty 
because the “market economy, as an aggregation, neither maximizes nor mini-
mizes anything” (Buchanan and Vanberg 1991, 181; Buchanan 1964). In contrast 
to perfectly competitive markets where institutions do not matter, markets under 
genuine uncertainty are institutional arrangements. Markets have an experimen-
tal character, but they do not move toward anything, and they can neither achieve 
neoclassical efficiency nor a tendency toward equilibrium like Hayek4 or Kirzner5 
present (Buchanan and Vanberg 1991). Rather, markets enable voluntary exchange 
(Buchanan 1964). Since exchange is based on the mutual agreement between actors, 
markets are more or less suitable for allowing individuals to act in their own interest 
and to realize mutual gains. To what extent markets offer these possibilities depends 
on the quality of the underlying rules (Vanberg 2001, 2005, 2007) but, in principle, 
markets enable actors to decide in their own interest and support the interests of 
others at the same time. The markets-as-institutional-arrangements approach refers 
to the coordination mechanism that Adam Smith provided. According to that, “the 
market game solves the problem of inducing people to care for the needs of oth-
ers … The ‘social technology’ by which the market game achieves this, is not to 
ask people to pursue other than their own interests” (Vanberg 2007, 204 f.). The 
underlying empirical hypothesis is that self-interested actors also take the interests 
of others into account because only then they can expect other actors to agree to 
a transaction (Buchanan and Vanberg 1991). The markets-as-institutional-arrange-
ments approach emphasizes that it “is quite obvious that managers cannot run a 
business successfully for long if they do not pay due attention to the interests of 
their customers, their employees, their suppliers or the political community within 

4 Different Boettke (2018) who points out that Hayek (1978) emphasizes the relevance of coordination 
and institutions instead of a tendency towards equilibrium.
5 Kirzner (1992) defends a middle ground approach against proponents of a radical subjectivism like 
Buchanan and Vanberg.
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which they operate.” (Vanberg 2007, 212). According to these empirical hypotheses, 
firstly, other actors do not contract if their interests are not adequately considered. In 
other words, the opportunity to deny their consent empowers actors to enforce their 
interests. Secondly, because of this, actors consider the interests of others in order to 
reach their own goals.

At the same time, actors are members of a political community and, as such, 
responsible for the market rules. The quality of market rules depends on the rules’ 
suitability to align the self-interest of actors with the common interest (Vanberg 
2007). Since self-interested economic activity as a constituent characteristic of a 
social order that coordinates interests via markets requires freedom of choice (Van-
berg 2005), one important rule is to grant freedom of choice to every individual as 
a universal good. Yet, the markets-as-institutional-arrangements approach does not 
understand freedom of choice as an instrumental value. On the contrary, since mar-
kets require freedom of choice, they are adequate means to achieving the intrinsic 
value freedom of choice (Vanberg 2011, 2014).

The essential role of self-interested acting on markets implies that the partici-
pants in a market game have to accept enlightened profit seeking because a mar-
ket order that forbids profit seeking or that demands actors to act in the interests of 
others against their own interest would contradict the market game (Vanberg 2007). 
Under genuine uncertainty, market rules cannot be objectively rational or perfect. 
Rather, market rules also result from evolutionary processes. They are the product of 
trial and error learning. In consequence, “we have the historical and contemporary 
record of how they work, compared to potential alternative systems of rules, that we 
have reason to trust in the capacity of the rules of the game of catallaxy to serve the 
common interest of the participants” (Vanberg 2007, 214). Communities retain rules 
that have proven themselves while changing or abolishing unsuitable rules (Vanberg 
2005, 2007). According to the markets-as-institutional arrangements approach, rules 
are suitable when they support the common constitutional interests of the people 
concerned (Vanberg 2005, 2014). Since actors might be interested in rules that sup-
port the common constitutional interest on the one hand but provide privileges for 
themselves on the other hand, it is necessary to avoid privilege-seeking through ade-
quate rules on the constitutional level (Vanberg 2005).

The markets-as-institutional-arrangements approach does not explicitly discuss the 
power of individuals or firms. Yet, it emphasizes that actors can deny their consent 
in the market game. Furthermore, political actors can influence the market rules in 
political and democratic processes (Vanberg 2007). Thus, the markets-as-institutional-
arrangements approach implicitly assumes that, presupposing certain rules, market 
orders and political orders can ensure symmetrically distributed power to decide in the 
market game and in the political game (Vanberg 2005). The following Table 2 summa-
rizes the core ideas of the markets-as-institutional-arrangements approach:

In contrast to the new institutional economics approach, the assumptions of the 
hypotheses of the markets-as-institutional-arrangements approach do not contradict 
reality and are not inconsistent but consistent. However, the markets-as-institutional-
arrangements approach does not found its hypotheses on empirical studies. In par-
ticular, the question arises whether empirical studies would confirm that actors take 
the interests of other actors sufficiently into account.
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5  Markets‑as‑political‑arenas approach in comparison 
to the markets‑as‑institutional‑arrangements approach

In contrast to the previous approaches, the third strand of market theories does not 
only deny that markets maximize or minimize anything but also questions harmony 
ideas. According to the political-cultural approach (Fligstein 1996, 2001), markets 
are not only institutional arrangements but also social and political arenas. Like the 
markets-as-institutional-arrangements approach, the markets-as-political-arenas 
approach considers genuine uncertainty. Thus, actors have incomplete knowledge. 
The political-cultural approach also argues that individuals cannot act perfectly 
rationally. Rather, actors try to secure their economic survival. Since their main 
problem is uncertainty, e.g., uncertainty regarding suppliers and customers, actors 
try to reduce this uncertainty (Fligstein 2001). In contrast to the markets-as-insti-
tutional-arrangements approach, the political-cultural approach emphasizes that 
“actors are never simply self-interested. Most of us, most of the time are motivated 
to affirm our membership in this or that group … by helping to reproduce the order 
in question. Admittedly, sometimes we do so with an eye to preserving the narrow 
instrumental goods conferred by these collectives, but most of the time we are sim-
ply expressing our affiliation with the group, preserving and extending its identity, 
and generally honoring its existential hold on us” (Fligstein and McAdam 2012, 
50). Therefore, actors’ behavior does not only result from economic conditions in 

Table 2  Core ideas of the markets-as-institutional-arrangements approach

Criterion Markets-as-institutional-arrangements approach

Uncertainty Genuine
Hypothesis on individual behavior Subjectively rational behavior

• Individuals pursue their own interests
• Individuals act consistently regarding their own goals

Relevant actors Individuals and firms, certain firms as corporate actors
Neoclassical theory Not adequate
Neoclassical efficiency Neither realized nor realizable
Market hypothesis • Markets as institutional arrangements, more or less 

realizing mutual gains
• Actors take interests of others into account to achieve 

their own interests when market orders entail suitable 
rules

Market rules • Political community is responsible
• Product of an evolutionary process: cumulative, 

experience-guided process of trial and error learning
What are the ideas for the design of markets? • Rules should enable mutually beneficial cooperation 

(beneficial to all parties involved)
• Markets require freedom of choice (intrinsic value)

Power • Not explicit
• Implicit: power to deny consent and to vote

Distribution of power • Not explicit
• Implicit: symmetric
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general and the price mechanism in particular but from “the structural position and 
opportunities actors have and their ability to recognize how they can mobilize oth-
ers” (Fligstein and McAdam 2012, 49) to enhance their chances. In contrast to the 
markets-as-institutional-arrangements approach, the political-cultural approach does 
not explicitly deal with corporate actors. However, the approach also stresses the rel-
evance of individual actions when it highlights its microfoundations (Fligstein and 
McAdam 2012).

The political-cultural approach also denies that neoclassical theory is adequate 
to explain problems that we observe in reality. In particular, the political-cultural 
approach doubts that markets are efficient. Just as the markets-as-institutional-
arrangements approach, the political-cultural approach does not assume that markets 
can lead to neoclassical (Pareto) efficiency (Fligstein 2001).

The political-cultural approach also interprets markets as institutions. Consistent 
with the markets-as-institutional-arrangements approach, markets require rules, e.g., 
rules of exchange, or conceptions of control. Besides the understanding of markets 
as institutional arrangements, according to the political-cultural approach, markets 
are also social and political arenas that enable the structured exchange of goods or 
services. They are characterized by conflicts between their actors (Fligstein 2001). 
The participants in a field struggle constantly and follow the field’s rules and the 
same holds for markets as special fields that enable structured exchange. The reason 
is that actors try to develop and maintain a system of domination. To reach this aim, 
they produce a culture of the field that entails interpretative frameworks for actors 
and defines social relationships. These interpretative frameworks or stories (Beckert 
2013), respectively ideas (McCloskey 2016), help actors justify their actions as rea-
sonable and interpret the actions of others (Fligstein 1996, 2001). Moreover, fields 
entail shared understandings about the subject of the field, about the relevant actors 
and their power, and about the rules (Fligstein and McAdam 2012). Obviously, there 
is an overlap between interpretative frameworks and shared understandings on the 
one hand and ‘culture’ which is discussed by parts of the new institutional econom-
ics approach on the other hand. Yet, the relevance of interpretative frameworks and 
shared understandings according to the political-cultural approach differs from the 
relevance of culture according to the new-institutional economics approach. While 
the political-cultural approach (Fligstein 2001) highlights the relevance of frame-
works and shared understandings for behavior and its interpretation and justifica-
tion, parts of the new institutional-economics approach emphasize the influence 
of culture on growth and interpret culture as constraint or incentive (Mokyr 2016; 
Voigt 2019; critical McCloskey 2016). While the political-cultural approach (Flig-
stein 2001) points out that interpretative frameworks or shared understandings first 
define actors’ goals and the means how to achieve them, parts of the new institu-
tional economics approach argue that culture influences the utility-seeking of actors 
(Mokyr 2016; Voigt 2019; critical McCloskey 2016). According to the political-cul-
tural approach, actors try to reduce uncertainty by producing stable relations and, 
at the same time, stable markets. The approach differentiates between ‘incumbents’ 
and ‘challengers’. Incumbent actors dominate the field. This implies that “the pur-
poses and structure of the field are adapted to their interests, and the positions in the 
field are defined by their claim on the lion’s share of material and status rewards. 
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In addition, the rules of the field tend to favor them, and shared meanings tend to 
legitimate and support their privileged position” (Fligstein and McAdam 2012, 13). 
Incumbents have more power than challengers, who benefit less from the current 
arrangements. Incumbents try to reproduce their power. Therefore, they consider 
the actions of other incumbent firms. In contrast, challengers consider the actions of 
incumbents and they challenge the structure of the field when possible. Thus, power, 
political action, and a contentious nature are the characteristics of fields in general 
and of markets in particular (Fligstein and McAdam 2012).

The political-cultural approach defines power firstly as power to influence other 
actors. Powerful companies are able to influence other companies, but they always 
have to expect the resistance and claims of the dominated companies. Secondly, 
power entails the power to influence market rules. Thus, rules are the results of 
political processes and often reflect the interests of powerful groups (Bourdieu and 
Wacquant 1992; Bourdieu 2005; Fligstein 1996, 2001). In contrast to the markets-
as-institutional-arrangements approach, implemented rules are only accepted as 
best-founded from the perspective of several groups or the relevant political com-
munity in special cases. Usually, powerful groups can enforce rules that are in their 
interest and they justify rules with interpretative frameworks. The political-cultural 
approach differentiates between the state, capitalists, and workers and understands 
these groups as collective actors. Only when the power between these groups is bal-
anced, we can expect rules to be in the interests of several groups (Fligstein 2001).

Thus, the political-cultural approach challenges the hypothesis of the markets-
as-institutional-arrangements approach that, presupposing certain market rules, 
self-interested actors also take the interests of others into account because only then 
they can expect other actors to agree to a transaction. According to the political-
cultural approach, some actors are usually more powerful than others. Less powerful 
actors cannot deny their agreement to a transaction without consequences (Schmiel 
2020). In other words, the power distribution on markets is usually not symmetric. 
In consequence, less powerful actors depend on self-interested actors respecting 
their interests. According to the political-cultural approach, a symmetric power dis-
tribution, e.g. a worker-capitalist standoff, is only a special case. These compromise 
situations are possible and they can be stable because “groups maintain vigilance 
and promote and protect domains most important to their interests” (Fligstein 2001, 
53). Yet, a stable and power-balanced situation is one possibility of many where 
one group or political coalition dominates others. In other words, the political-cul-
tural approach is broader than the markets-as-institutional-arrangements approach 
because it includes situations of asymmetric and symmetric power distribution.

Since the political-cultural approach doubts that existing or hypothetical mar-
kets can always ensure harmony between individual interests and common interests, 
the argument that profit seeking of actors is in the common interest is not founded. 
Rather, from the political-cultural perspective, we should understand this harmony 
hypothesis as an interpretative framework of powerful actors that helps them jus-
tify their actions and the existing market rules (Fligstein 1996, 2001). Moreover, 
according to the political-cultural approach, it is by no means easy to provide a mar-
ket order that ensures that actors consider the interests of others and that distributes 
power symmetrically. The reason for this is that powerful actors are not only able to 
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influence other actors but can also enforce their interests regarding the market rules. 
Furthermore, a fundamental transformation of market rules can be caused by exog-
enous forces, e.g. by crises. This implies that even the largest firms lose their ability 
to reproduce themselves from period to period (Fligstein 2001). Table 3 highlights 
the commonalities and differences between both approaches:

Just as those of the markets-as-institutional-arrangements approach, the assump-
tions of the political-cultural approach do not contradict reality. Furthermore, it can 
explain different issues, e.g., the determinants of firm behavior in the USA in the 
1970s or the influences on mergers in the USA in the 1980s (Fligstein 2001; Flig-
stein and McAdam 2012).

In sum, both approaches are generally adequate approaches because their 
assumptions do not obviously contradict reality and, additionally, neither the 
assumptions of the markets-as-institutional-arrangements approach nor the assump-
tions of the political-cultural approach are contradictory. However, there are at 
least two contradictions between these approaches: Firstly, while the markets-as-
institutional-arrangements approach argues that individuals act subjectively ration-
ally, the political-cultural approach states that individuals never act simply self-
interestedly. Rather, they are interested in affirming their membership in a group. 
Thus, regarding this point, both approaches are only compatible when subjectively 
rational behavior according to the markets-as-institutional-arrangements approach 
also encompasses actions that result from the desire to belong to a certain group. In 
fact, the market-as-institutional-arrangements approach suggests this compatibility 
(Vanberg 2002).

Secondly, while according to the markets-as-institutional-arrangements 
approach, self-interested actors take the interests of other actors on markets into 
account (which simultaneously implies symmetric power), the political-cultural 
approach argues that power between (collective) actors is usually unbalanced and 
powerful actors can enforce their interests. This also implies implementing rules 
that are in these actors’ interests. This challenges the idea of the markets-as-insti-
tutional-arrangements approach according to which rules result from an experi-
ence-guided trial and error process. While this implies that rules are implemented 
which are best-founded from the perspective of the concerned political community 
at that stage of the trial-and-error-process, the political-cultural approach empha-
sizes the relevance of power and interpretative frameworks in the process of rule 
implementation. From the perspective of the markets-as-institutions approach, 
the rules determine whether markets enable harmony between individual interests 
and common interest. In contrast, from the perspective of the political-cultural 
approach, the powerful group determines the rules and justifies them with inter-
pretative frameworks, e.g. with the interpretation that markets enable harmony. 
Thus, in the light of the political-cultural approach, markets can only realize half 
of the idea presented by the markets-as-institutional-arrangements approach: Mar-
kets can, in general, be a means to achieving freedom of choice because self-inter-
ested economic market activity requires freedom of choice and institutions, e.g. 
certain market rules, are necessary to enable it. Yet, taking the political-cultural 
approach into account, realizing freedom of choice for all actors requires analyz-
ing the structure of power and implementing additional mechanisms that reduce 
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asymmetric power. Thus, institutions are necessary but not sufficient, because it is 
nearly impossible to implement such mechanisms when the power in a society is 
unbalanced.

Since both approaches are only compatible if we interpret the case of balanced 
power as a special case of the broader approach according to which power between 
collective actors is usually unbalanced, it is necessary to examine which approach 
is more convincing: The markets-as-institutional-arrangements approach or the 
political-cultural approach that includes the markets-as-institutional-arrangements 
approach as its special case. To answer this question, we refer to the proposal of 
Lakatos’ sophisticated falsificationism as mentioned in Section 2.

According to Lakatos (1970), the political-cultural approach is more convinc-
ing if it has excess empirical content over the markets-as-institutional-arrange-
ments approach. Since the political-cultural approach does not only deal with the 
case of balanced power but also with the case of unbalanced power, which is not 
subject of the markets-as-institutional-arrangements approach, this requirement is 
fulfilled. As the second characteristic of Lakatos’ sophisticated falsificationism, 
the political-cultural approach also has to include the unrefuted content of the 
markets-as-institutional-arrangements approach. The unrefuted content of that is 
the hypothesis that in the case of balanced power, actors take the interests of other 
actors into account for their own interest. This also implies that those rules are 
implemented that are best-founded from the perspective of the concerned politi-
cal community at this stage of the trial-and-error process. Since we interpreted 
this case as a special case of the political-cultural approach, the political-cultural 
approach includes the unrefuted content of the markets-as-institutional-arrange-
ments approach. Thus, this requirement is also fulfilled. Thirdly, the excess con-
tent of the political-cultural approach should be at least partially corroborated. 
Fligstein (2001) provides an empirical study that shows the relevance of the 
culture of the field. The study analyzes the determinants of firm reorganizations 
in the USA in the 1980s. It challenges the mainstream hypothesis according to 
which firms were the object of reorganizations when their net worth was bigger 
than their stock worth. The study argues that reorganizations were only observ-
able when powerful actors considered them as reasonable. In other words, firm 
reorganizations depended on a certain perspective of the corporation, specifically, 
on a shareholder value view. This perspective had the character of an interpre-
tative framework that helped actors justify their actions as reasonable and inter-
pret the actions of others. More generally, the study supports the idea that “market 
relations are embedded in social relations” (Fligstein 2001, 168). Obviously, act-
ing in the manner of the shareholder value perspective does not imply taking the 
interests of other actors sufficiently into account (Stout 2012). Rather, Fligstein 
emphasizes that the shareholder value approach is in the interest of shareholders 
and investment bankers (Fligstein 2001). Thus, the dominance of the shareholder 
value approach reflects that shareholders and investment bankers, as the dominant 
group, are able to enforce market rules which are in their interest. In sum, from 
our perspective, we have good arguments to accept the political-cultural approach 
as the (preliminarily) more convincing approach and to interpret the markets-as-
institutional-arrangements approach as its special case.
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6  Conclusion and discussion

Market theories are relevant because markets are relevant. Thus, we have to know 
firstly, how existing and hypothetical markets work; secondly, what they can achieve, 
and thirdly, how we can improve the market order. Dealing with these points requires 
market theories: Market theories provide ideas how to substantiate social values. Fur-
thermore, we need market theories to assess whether existing or hypothetical mar-
ket rules support certain social values. Finally, market theories show the secondary 
effects of market rules. Because of these points, market theories are vital. Since, from 
an evolutionary perspective, market theories should consider genuine uncertainty, 
we analyzed the new institutional economics approach, the markets-as-institutional-
arrangements approach, and the political-cultural approach. According to the new 
institutional economics approach, markets are social networks that enable boundedly 
rational actors to increase their utility (Furubotn and Richter 2005). In contrast, the 
markets-as-institutional-arrangements approach argues that although markets can-
not maximize or minimize market outcomes, they can enable harmony when suitable 
rules are implemented (Vanberg 2005). The political-cultural approach understands 
markets not only as institutional arrangements but also as social and political arenas 
with conflicts between their relevant actors (Fligstein 1996, 2001).

Obviously, the existence of different theories raises the question which theory we 
should consider. Since choosing a market theory should not be ad hoc but reason-
able, we have to analyze these ‘ideal types’ (Ritzer 2008) of market theories with 
regard to their adequacy. This procedure is in opposition to Chang’s ‘anything 
goes’-attitude that “different approaches to economics can actually benefit a lot from 
learning from each other, making our understanding of the economic world richer.” 
(Chang 2014, 115). Analyzing theories regarding their adequacy requires a measure 
to evaluate theories. The present paper refers to a critical-rationalist framework. This 
methodological view evaluates, i.a., whether theories contradict themselves, whether 
they contradict reality, or whether they contradict other theories. To evaluate theo-
ries that contradict each other, we additionally refer to Lakatos’ “sophisticated falsi-
ficationism” (Lakatos 1970, 116).

Since the assumptions of the new institutional economics approach contradict real-
ity and contradict each other, this approach is not adequate in a critical-rationalist 
sense. In consequence, the idea that markets can increase actors’ utility in an objective 
sense is not theoretically founded. In contrast, the markets-as-institutional-arrange-
ments approach and the political-cultural approach fulfill critical-rationalist require-
ments. They neither obviously contradict reality nor combine contradictory assump-
tions. Thus, the question arises if these theories are compatible or if they contradict 
each other. The present paper deals with this question, which has not been answered 
in the literature so far. It compares both approaches regarding several criteria and 
comes to the result that they contradict each other in at least two points. Firstly, both 
approaches are only compatible when subjectively rational behavior according to the 
markets-as-institutional-arrangements approach also includes those actions which, 
according to the political-cultural approach, express that actors want to affirm their 
membership of a certain group. Secondly, both approaches are only compatible if we 
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interpret the standard case of balanced power according to the markets-as-institutional-
arrangements approach as a special case of the broader political-cultural approach. 
This means assuming power as usually unbalanced and only exceptionally balanced. 
Thus, the hypothesis that actors take the interests of other actors into account is only 
reasonable in the case of balanced power.

Since the markets-as-institutional-arrangements approach and the political-cultural 
approach contradict each other or, more precisely, are only compatible in certain inter-
pretations, we ask if we have reasons to prefer the political-cultural approach. Accord-
ing to Lakatos’ sophisticated falsificationism, this is the case because the political-cul-
tural approach has excess empirical content, predicts facts that are improbable from the 
perspective of the markets-as-institutional-arrangements approach and is at least partially 
corroborated (Lakatos 1970). Thus, we refer to the political-cultural approach and inter-
pret the markets-as-institutional-arrangements approach as its special case.

Obviously, the markets-as-institutional-arrangements approach and the political-cul-
tural approach have different consequences regarding the explanation of existing markets 
and market orders and also regarding the question how to improve them. According to the 
markets-as-institutional-arrangements approach, markets (at least hypothetical markets 
equipped with certain market rules) can enable harmony because self-interested actors 
as a constitutive element of markets consider the interests of others. From the perspective 
of the political-cultural approach, such a mechanism does not work when power between 
(collective) actors is unbalanced. When managers should pay attention to “the interests 
of their customers, their employees, their suppliers or the political community within 
which they operate”, we cannot expect that they will actually do so because they want 
to “run a business successfully for long” (Vanberg 2007, 212). From the perspective of 
the political-cultural approach, the only idea of the markets-as-institutional-arrangements 
approach that holds is that markets can generally support freedom of choice. They can 
do so because self-interested economic activity as a constituent characteristic of a social 
order that coordinates interests via markets requires freedom of choice (Vanberg 2005, 
2011). If markets should additionally guarantee that actors considered legitimate interests 
of others, e.g., if managers should pay attention to “the interests of their customers, their 
employees, their suppliers or the political community within which they operate” (Van-
berg 2007, 212), societies would have to discuss and reflect such values (Levy and Peart 
2017) and market orders would have to define those values accordingly.

The political-cultural approach also has different consequences for analyzing and 
improving the market order. As we mentioned above, a first consequence follows for 
the interpretations of values. If, e.g., the social order aims at reducing power, we have 
to consider that the power interpretation of the political-cultural approach differs from 
that of the markets-as-institutional-arrangements approach. The first interprets power 
as the power to influence other actors and the rules. In contrast, the markets-as-insti-
tutional-arrangements approach implicitly understands power as the power to deny 
consent and to vote. Obviously, the latter interpretation is only adequate in the spe-
cial case of symmetric power. Secondly, market theories should answer the question 
if existing or hypothetical rules support social values, especially freedom of choice or 
additional legitimate interests of other actors. Since from the perspective of the politi-
cal-cultural approach, powerful actors are able to influence other actors and their free-
dom of choice, realizing freedom of choice requires analyzing the structure of power 
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and implementing additional mechanisms that reduce asymmetric power. Moreover, 
according to the political-cultural approach, we cannot expect rules to be implemented 
that enable freedom of choice or the protection of legitimate interests of other actors. 
The reason is that powerful actors can also enforce their interests regarding the market 
rules. In consequence, we have to expect that powerful actors are able to prevent a 
mechanism that shall reduce their power. Therefore, taking a political-cultural view 
implies not only focusing on desirable social values on markets like freedom of choice 
or other legitimate interests and on market rules that support these values. Rather, we 
also have to consider that power is necessary to implement such market rules. Rules 
and other institutions are necessary but not sufficient because, above all, their imple-
mentation needs power. We only have reasons to believe that market orders really 
entail rules that support freedom of choice and induce actors to take the legitimate 
interests of other actors into account when these institutions are in the interest of pow-
erful actors or when power is symmetrically distributed.

In sum: since markets are relevant, market theories are relevant. Since market 
theories considerably differ in their hypotheses about how markets work, what 
they can achieve, how to substantiate social values, which rules support social 
values, and what secondary effects result from rules, the analysis of market theo-
ries is also relevant. We agree with Levy and Peart (2017) that a rule-governed 
discussion of values and policy goals is relevant. Our findings show that a rule-
governed discussion of desirable social values and policy goals requires consider-
ing market theories. Only then do societies know which social values markets can 
achieve, how to substantiate values in a theory-based manner, which social values 
could be supported by rules, and which secondary effects have to be accepted.
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